PSD2 compliance
and strong
customer
Authentication
How idenprotect helps with PSD2 and
ensures strong customer authentication
The European Union’s PSD2 is the second Payment Services Directive designed to increase participation and panEuropean competition in the payments industry whilst providing a level playing field by harmonizing consumer
protection and the rights of payment users. If your organization is seeking to meet the regulatory requirements of
PSD2, idenprotect will help you achieve compliance and perhaps more importantly, it will provide your users with a
secure authentication technology that they will actually like using.

Become password-free and achieve
compliance with PSD2
The European Banking Authority has published its final draft of the Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS), with
Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) being a key requirement. The Directive describes Strong Customer
Authentication as:

“Authentication based on the use of two or more elements categorised as knowledge (something
only the user knows), possession (something only the user possesses) and inherence (something
the user is) that are independent, in that the breach of one does not compromise the reliability of
the others, and are designed in such a way as to protect the confidentiality of the authentication
data.”
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The Directive mandates the use of SCA for electronic payments.
SOMETHING THE USER IS

SOMETHING THE USER KNOWS

SOMETHING THE USER HAS

Identifying a customer by a
unique human characteristic, for
example, their fingerprint or their
voice.

Identifying a customer through
something secret the customer
knows, for example, a password or
a PIN.

Identifying a customer through
something the customer has, for
example, a secure chip on their
mobile device.

idenprotect has the features and controls required
to meet the SCA standard of the PSD2 directive.
idenprotect’s use of digital signatures, cryptographic
signed transactions and other security mechanisms
addresses the challenges posed by credential reuse,
credential theft, phishing and other types of fraud.
idenprotect allows you to remove passwords and
pre-shared secrets from your payments or financial
transactions solution and enables these known
challenges to be addressed quickly. It provides a simple
and fast way to achieve compliance whilst giving your
customers a great user experience.

Deploying idenprotect’s password-free security to
comply instantly with the relevant PSD2 requirements
could not be easier. Simply put, idenprotect enables
your business to build and roll out secure payment
solutions quickly, saving the significant amounts of time
and resources that can be spent developing an inhouse solution that may not meet the PSD2 regulation.
idenprotect will futureproof your security solutions
to give you uninterrupted compliance as regulations
change and will continue to provide a great user
experience for your customers.

Providing the three
key elements of PSD2
compliance
01.

Using digital signatures in the authorization
of transactions, transaction amounts and new
beneficiaries

The requirement is to enforce controls so that customers using
banking and payment applications can digitally sign financial
transactions such as payments, payment amounts and new
beneficiaries using robust and secure cryptographic methods.
IDENPROTECT’S PSD2 SOLUTION USES PUBLIC KEY BASED,
DECENTRALIZED SECURITY
idenprotect’s architecture is built on Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), the essential security technology used widely throughout the
Financial Services industry. PKI is the security and trust mechanism
that is deployed everywhere from the ATM network through to
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The benefits of
being passwordfree for PSD2:
Protection from the reputational and
financial damage caused by phishing
and whaling attacks.
Protection from the reputational
and financial damage caused by
credential theft.
Removes the costs associated with
unnecessary password management
activities such as password resets.
Reduces the costs of supporting
password management activities.
Enables you to provide a technology
that your customers will actually
enjoy using.

the online web banking platforms and has been tried
and tested over many years. idenprotect’s use of PKI
and biometric sensors enables it to meet the PSD2
requirements for Decentralized Biometric Transaction
Approvals. idenprotect provides the necessary security
and controls to meet compliance through a piece of
software (SDK) that can be customized within your
mobile banking application.
The SDK has a number of security controls and features
to prevent attacks such as cloning, malware, jailbreaking

and rooting. It incorporates the necessary security
protocols and controls to allow it to integrate with other
services and systems. idenprotect can identify and
assess risk in real-time, preserving the security of the
application. This ensures that the confidentiality and
integrity of your payments service and its data remain
robustly protected. When interacting with your banking
app your customers will have a seamless and fluid user
experience when authenticating and approving financial
transactions.

Strong public key architecture
Public Key Infrastructure is based on asymmetric
key cryptography, two keys where one is a public key
(known to many) and one is a private key (known to the

key generation process. Using the secure key process
along with a patented security framework, a private key
is generated within the secure chip of the mobile device.

individual only). These keys are mathematically related
but are different.
As long as the private key remains robustly secure,
asymmetric key cryptography is a powerful and very
secure mechanism that preserves the confidentiality
and integrity of data and transactions. At the time of
customer enrolment with idenprotect, a secure process
verifies the customer’s identity using a biometric on the
customer’s mobile device which in turn starts the secure

Payments App with
idenprotect SDK

When the customer uses the solution, all they need is
the enrolled mobile device, the banking application and
the biometric sensor to complete their transactions.
The private key on the mobile device is always robustly
protected and never leaves the secure realm of the
secure chip. This makes it impossible for the key to
tampered with, cloned, copied, stolen or affected by
malware, providing further controls to meet PSD2
compliance.

- Secure user validation
- Simple enrolment
- Secure key generation and exchange
- Trusted key signing
- Biometric management
- Authentication Management
identity management and
& signed response
user data

- Authentication response
- Digital signatures for transactions
- Security and risk context information
- Attack detection and prevention
- Password-free secure access
- True Managed Client Identity

Reports, Logos and
Management information

idenprotect platform

Context and risk based
security engine

Public Key Infrastructure

- Simple setup and management
- Automated enrolments
- User management
- Flexible integrations
- Compliance reports and data

Web Payments Application
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Bank

idenprotect thereby uses PKI to address the RTS
security requirements to mitigate risk associated with
the compromise of payment service credentials through
vulnerabilities to attacks such as phishing, malware
and social engineering to name a few. These attacks
are usually very successful in obtaining pre-shared

02.

secrets like passwords which become weak links and are
therefore no longer fit for purpose.
When looking for a solution that provides a
comprehensive PSD2 compliant solution out-of-the-box
then look no further than idenprotect.

Robust protection of the customer’s credentials

The protection of the private key that is used by the customer to sign financial transactions is essential to ensure
the confidentiality and the integrity of those financial transactions and the complete protection of the customer’s
digital identity. Security controls on modern mobile devices include the Secure Enclave, the Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE) and ARM TrustZone technology.
idenprotects managed client identity - next generation
authentication and access using the highest security available
idenprotect’s Managed Client Identity is unique in that
it provides a partition “Slot System” approach to storing
user credentials that are either PKI derived, FIDO derived
or derived from other frameworks. It can store a number
of different keys for different applications and services.

idenprotect also ensures that cryptographic material
is robustly protected through the use of the secure
chip, known as the Secure Enclave on iOS devices or
the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) on Android
devices.
The secure chip is a secure, decentralized anchor point
with its own protections from potential on-device
vulnerabilities and external threats.
All payment related and sensitive or privileged activities
can be digitally signed using the idenprotect generated
user credential in the secure chip.
The approach to helping you comply with the controls
set within PSD2 goes significantly further than what
is required by the European Banking Authority’s
Regulatory Technical Standards. By not using
shared secrets or passwords idenprotect enforces
decentralized authentication, with no centralized
storage of credentials. This approach also helps in
aligning to the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), specifically GDPR articles 15, 16, 17, 20, 25 and
32.
At its core, idenprotect enables strong password-free
authentication, protecting the private key in a highly
secure area called the Trusted Execution Environment
or Secure Enclave. This effectively prevents threats
such as malware, reverse engineering, cloning and
unauthorized access, isolating credentials and secrets
on the device in a secure decentralized way.
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03.

Authenticating users using true multi-factor
authentication

Multi-factor authentication is required to comply with PSD2. Multi-factor authentication consists of something you
have, something you are and something you know and, in some cases, somewhere you are.
The idenprotect platform - The authentication, access and
identity platform for control and compliance
The idenprotect platform is a powerful solution that
can orchestrate and control authentication and access
with a range of policies and features. idenprotect is
able to provide authorization to services and accounts
using SAML and the OAuth 2.0 protocol, connecting
authorized services together for a better experience for
the customer.

Decentralized password-free security
from idenprotect
idenprotect gives you the tools necessary to meet
the regulation whilst providing your customers with
something that is easy to use and will protect them
against fraud.
Some of the features of the platform are:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ability to enrol customers simply.
Managed Client Identity lifecycle management.
Ability to integrate to other systems and services
using APIs.
Ability to meet GDPR mandates.
Full identity provider and identity management
capabilities – or the ability to integrate to third party
identity providers and identity mangers.
Full range of auditing, alerting, and reporting
capabilities.
Policies for authentication, access and contextbased security.
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The idenprotect authentication technology enables
you to become PSD2 compliant by bringing together
biometric inputs, context-aware security and business
logic for transactions and privileged activities. It allows
simple integration to your application and services.
idenprotect enables you to decide whether your
customers should use a biometric or an additional
application specific PIN.

Summary
The PSD2 Directive requires Strong Customer
Authentication using potentially complicated multi
factor authentication.
The ability to make the authentication process simple
and secure for customers is essential to the success of
your payment applications and services.
idenprotect allows organizations to get their payment
or payment services solutions to market in the shortest

iO S

You can meet the mandatory obligations within the
PSD2 regulation, meet specific GDPR requirements
where applicable and provide your customers with
a world-class service that employs a password-free
approach and a service that they will actually enjoy
using.

MacO S

About idenprotect
idenprotect is the first all-in-one password-free
authentication, single sign-on and identity platform for
organisations. Leading organisations use idenprotect
to improve security, meet regulatory mandates and
reduce complexity and costs It eliminates the hacker’s
#1 target—the password—to protect against fraud,
phishing and credential theft. It makes employee access
and customer payments and transactions more secure.
It can be deployed quickly and promises a much better
user experience.
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time possible secure in the knowledge that the solution
will be compliant, secure and robust.

The future is password-free
We’d love to show you how idenprotect can
give your organisation the security and
simplicity it needs.

sales@idenprotect.com
+44 (0) 20 3900 2704
www.idenprotect.com

